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Local Legends

keeping the Flying
Doctor in the skies.

FROM BEST MAN
TO BEST MATE

READY FOR ANY
EMERGENCY

SAY
CHEESE!

When your best friend’s
life is in your hands.

World-class training
comes to Cairns.

Bringing smiles to
remote communities.
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CEO WELCOME

A STRONG AND

united

QUEENSLAND

Happy New Year.
I hope you had an enjoyable festive period and
were able to spend time with family and friends.
When I sat down to write this introduction
to our January magazine at the start of last
year, I knew 2020 would not be without its
difficulties. For those who live and work in
rural and remote Queensland, life is rarely
easy. But I could never have imagined the
challenges that would lay ahead.
2020 was a year like no other.
For the Royal Flying Doctor Service
(Queensland Section) (RFDS), the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic brought its challenges,
but thanks to your extraordinary support, we
were able to tackle the pandemic head on.
Because of you, our aeromedical teams
received the specialist equipment and
world-class training they needed to
provide the finest care to all our patients
during this pandemic.

to hospital after she suffered a lifethreatening heart attack at home on her
family’s outback station. And it’s not the
first time the Bauman family have needed
our help. Read their story on pages 7 and 8.
Work was also completed on our worldleading Clinical Training Simulation Centre at
our Cairns Base. Find out more about how the
new centre is already saving lives on page 4.
You can also read about a couple who
faced a threat much closer to home, when
death adder snakes invaded their outback
homestead. Turn to page 16 to discover
how your support keeps them safe.
As we start 2021, I am optimistic for the
future. Whatever challenges this year may
throw at us, I am confident that with you
by our side, the Flying Doctor will go from
strength to strength.
Warmest wishes,

You can read more about our COVID-19
Emergency Fund on page 10.
While the world faced travel restrictions
and lockdowns, your support kept our
life-saving service in the air.
Thanks to you, we were on hand to rush
long-time RFDS supporter, Jan Bauman

Meredith Staib
Chief Executive Officer
Royal Flying Doctor Service
(Queensland Section)

IN THE FIGHT

for his life

Having worked as a
ranger for 30 years,
Craig Dickmann, knows
a thing or two about
the wildlife of the
Cape York Peninsula.
Despite his many years of
service, Craig had never
encountered a crocodile.
But that was about to
change…
Craig was packing up his
fishing gear at Captain
Billy’s Landing, a remote
beach in Jardine River
National Park, when
a crocodile suddenly
attacked him from the
water. The 2.8m croc
lunged and latched on
to his thigh.
“It was quicker than your
mind can register — that
noise will haunt me forever
I think, the snap
of its jaws,” Craig said.
By the time Craig had
managed to free himself,
the croc had removed the
skin from his right hand.
Somehow Craig managed
to drive himself back to
Heathlands Ranger Station
where he works.
The ranger on duty,
Dave, called the Flying
Doctor. Dr Katrina Starmer
instructed Dave over

REAL LIFE STORIES

Craig, recovering in hospital.

Despite the severity of his
injuries, Craig is expected
to make a full recovery.
Craig, with our RFDS crew.

the phone to administer
painkillers from the onsite
medical chest. Dave then
drove Craig an hour south
to Bramwell Station,
where the station owner
was readying the dirt
airstrip to meet the arriving
RFDS crew.
Dr Katrina Starmer was
onboard our aircraft that
day. She recalls the scene:
“Craig had lost a lot of
blood, and some of his
wounds were gaping
and still oozing blood.
Flight Nurse, Katie and I
undressed and irrigated
the wounds with saline
and redressed them with
compression bandages
to stop the bleeding.”
Craig suffered extensive
injuries, but our crew were
able to stabilise him and
safely transport him to
treatment in Cairns.

Do you recognise Craig
from our fundraising appeal
last year? Thanks to your
amazing support, we
have raised an astonishing
$215,446 to fund lifesaving Patient Trauma Kits.
These kits contain essential
equipment and consumable
medical supplies to treat
patients like Craig when
a life-threatening accident
happens.

From the painkillers in
the Medical Chest, to
the Patient Trauma
Kits on every RFDS
aircraft, your support
gives our crews the
equipment they need
to save lives.

Thank You
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TO THE

AND BACK

“The thing that
makes this job
challenging is also
the thing that makes
it exciting. You’ve
got to be prepared
to go anywhere,
do anything.”

Brisbane Senior Base Pilot, Captain Steve Wallace.

Each and every year,
RFDS pilots fly the
equivalent of 34
round trips to the
moon and back.
It’s a tough job that tests
the skills of even the most
experienced pilot. But Brisbane
Senior Base Pilot, Captain
Steve Wallace, can’t imagine
working anywhere else.
“What I love about this
job is the variety and the
people we work with. We’re
involved, hands-on, in the
community, helping people
in their greatest time of
need.” says Steve.
Steve hasn’t always been a
pilot. In fact, he enjoyed a
successful career in banking
before pursuing his dream of
working for the Flying Doctor.

“I ended up working in
banking for ten years,
managing small, regional
county banks. It was great,
but in the background, I was
always building my flying
hours and working towards
my pilot licence.”
After gaining his commercial
pilot licence in Toowoomba,
Steve began work as a
commercial pilot in the
Northern Territory. After a
few years he found himself
back in Queensland.
“I always had the idea of the
Flying Doctor in the back of
my mind. I got in touch with a
friend who worked out of the
base in Mount Isa. He wrote
back immediately and told
me to go for it. Three weeks
later I was offered a job!”
That was 10 years ago and

Steve hasn’t looked back
since. His daughter,
Bernadette, is also keen to
follow in her dad’s footsteps.
Steve has this to say to any
pilots thinking of joining
the service:
“There’s no one path to
becoming an RFDS pilot.
The main thing you need is
a passion for the people of
the bush and a passion for
the work we do. It’s not
just the flying – you’re part
of a team.”
RFDS pilots like Steve are
amongst the most highly
skilled in the world. Your
support funds the worldclass training they need
to save lives in the skies.

Thank You

Principal Partner Thanks to Brisbane Airport Corporation for being the gateway,
enabling RFDS patients to access Brisbane’s major hospitals.

WORLD-CLASS TRAINING

A new frontier
IN MEDICAL TRAINING
FOR CAIRNS

While much of the
world was put on
pause last year, nothing
could stop the roll out
of our new clinical
training centres.
Thanks to your extraordinary
support, we were able to
raise the $678,540 needed to
complete work on the new
Clinical Training Simulation
Centre at our Cairns Base.
Your investment in our new
training centre gives RFDS
staff access to the most
advanced emergency medical
training in the world.
Working for the Flying
Doctor is a job like no other.
Our doctors and nurses must
be equipped and trained to
respond to any emergency
in any environment – from

treating someone with an
open fracture on a remote
station, to safely transporting
someone suffering a heart
attack in a busy mine site.

conditions, including those
consistent with someone
suspected of having
contracted COVID-19.”
explains Lee.

Even our most experienced
staff frequently find
themselves in new and
challenging situations.

The new centre is the third
to be rolled out in Queensland
in the last two years, following
the opening of new centres in
Brisbane and Bundaberg.

RFDS Head of Nursing and
Clinical Governance, Lee
Poole, explains what sets
this training centre apart:
“Immersive video technology
spans three walls within the
training room, displaying
locations ranging from a
paddock on a cattle station,
to a dirt strip in the middle
of the outback, or even a
busy mine site. The highfidelity mannikin can be
programmed to present
with a variety of medical

Mannikins can display a range
of conditions.

Thanks to You

our RFDS Queensland
teams have the worldleading training they
need to save lives.

Thank you to our Principal Partner, QSuper, for supporting ongoing training of our RFDS flight
nurses across Queensland.
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LOCAL HEROES

Every year, our Local
Hero Awards recognise
the exceptional
Queenslanders who
have given their time
and energy to support
their local community
and the Flying
Doctor. Here are their
extraordinary stories:

Brisbane – Jane Milward
For the last five years, Jane,
with her group the Flying
Buskers, has travelled the
state raising almost $12,000
for the Flying Doctor.
Not only are they fantastic
fundraisers, they’re also
amazing ambassadors, raising
awareness for the Flying
Doctor wherever they play.
Bundaberg – Rotary Club
of Bundaberg
The Rotary Club of Bundaberg

has long played an important
role in the local community.
Last year, the club supported
the opening of the new
RFDS Bundaberg Base with
a generous donation. Former
RFDS patient, Matt Griffiths,
also organised over 40 of
his fellow Rotary members
to landscape the new base
and establish the beautiful
gardens around the building.
Cairns – James Telford
James, a helicopter pilot,
was at work on Van Rook
Station on the shore of the
Gulf of Carpentaria when he
was alerted to a car accident
on the property. Arriving
on the scene, it was clear
the sole passenger needed
urgent medical attention.
James transported the semiconscious victim to nearby
Dorunda Station and assisted
until the RFDS crew arrived.
Thanks to his extraordinary

efforts, the patient made
a full recovery.
Charleville – Sue McDonald
As a member of the Buckland
Recreation Club, Sue
McDonald is the driving force
behind the annual RFDS Field
Day, providing people living
in remote communities with
the opportunity to learn vital
first aid skills. The club also
maintains the airstrip for
the RFDS in readiness for
emergency retrievals.
Longreach – Bede Little
As the Senior Constable
for Ilfracombe, Bede has
devoted his life to helping
others. Most recently he was
the first on scene to help a
pilot when his small plane
stalled mid-air. He was able
to assist the patient until
the RFDS arrived. He also
helped to organise a family
fun day to boost morale in
his drought hit community,

Brisbane

Bundaberg

Cairns

Charleville

Sue Colman, Jane Milward
and Des Whitby

Frank Hayes, Matt Griffiths
and Chris Palmer

James Telford

Sue McDonald

Overall
state
winner

Longreach

Bede Little

KEEPING THE FLYING DOCTOR IN THE SKIES

raising an incredible
$4,000 to support our
work in mental health.
Mount Isa – Queensland
Country Women’s
Association Gregory Branch
Put simply, the fortnightly
RFDS primary health care
clinic would not be possible
without the hardworking
ladies of the Gregory township
Queensland Country
Women’s Association. Aside
from ensuring the clinic is
ready for each session, the
group also provides meals
and local transport for our
staff. When not fundraising to
purchase medical equipment,
they coordinate with other
clubs to ensure a generator
is ready to power the clinic.
Rockhampton –
Rockhampton RFDS
Volunteer Auxiliary
The Rockhampton RFDS
Volunteer Auxiliary have

Mount Isa

Bev Webber and
Rebecca Dixon

tirelessly raised funds for the
Flying Doctor since 1994.
In 2019, the group raised
another $100,000, bringing
their total to an astonishing
$1.3 million. The auxiliary
hosts morning tea events
at Rockhampton Heritage
Village every three months
and recently hosted a
pop-up craft shop which
raised a staggering $25,000.
Roma – Trent and
Elizabeth Challenger
Trent and Elizabeth are a
husband-and-wife team
who own and run the
St George Bakery in Roma.
Over a decade ago, Trent
was transferred by the RFDS
for surgery in Brisbane.
Since then, he and his wife
have used their business
to raise vital funds for
the RFDS. Mr Challenger
now uses his Ford Model
T vintage bread delivery

Rockhampton

Jan Nightingale,
Margaret Littleton and
Margaret Laughton

Roma

Trent and Elizabeth
Challenger

vehicle to provide tourists
with a trip around St George
and donates the fare to the
Flying Doctor.
Townsville – Greg Clark
Greg Clark works as one
of two dedicated nurses at
the Ravenswood gold mine.
When he’s not responding
to a heart attack in the
community, or treating
a broken bone, he can
be found supporting the
monthly RFDS primary
health care clinic, including
transporting the RFDS
crew from the airstrip and
providing lunch for the
clinic staff.

Thank You

for being part of this
incredible community
of lifesavers.

Townsville

Greg Clark

Principal Partner

RFDS Local Hero
Awards proudly
supported by
Ergon Energy Retail.
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A LIFETIME OF SUPPORT… AND A

lifeline

FOR RURAL FAMILIES

This time last year, RFDS
supporter Jan Bauman
was at home on the
family property at Dingo
in central Queensland,
when she suffered a
massive heart attack.
Despite the pain, she
managed to crawl to the
phone and dial triple-0. An
ambulance was immediately
dispatched from nearby
Duaringa to rush her to
Rockhampton Hospital.
Jan suffered multiple heart
attacks on the agonising
journey to the hospital.
On arrival, it was clear Jan
needed specialist medical
care. RFDS Flight Nurse
Hayden was part of the crew
on hand to fly her from

Rockhampton to the Prince
Charles Hospital in Brisbane
for life-saving surgery.
It’s a journey that would
have taken over seven hours
by road. With the significant
damage to her heart, it’s
unlikely Jan would have
survived without the
Flying Doctor.
After surgery, Jan spent
several weeks in recovery
before being transferred back
up to Rockhampton to be
closer to her family. Flight
Nurse Hayden was again
onboard to care for Jan on
the 75-minute flight home.
With Jan now back in
Rockhampton, her husband
Barrie was able to return to
work at their station. After
suffering the worst year for
rain in 100 years of record

Jan in hospital with Ba

rrie.

keeping, they had finally
received some rain and
there was urgent work to
be done.
But that’s not quite the
end of Jan’s story. While in
Rockhampton, the Intensive
Care Unit was closed due
to COVID-19. Jan had to be
moved again, this time to the
Critical Care Unit and then
onto the ward to continue
her recovery.
Jan recently wrote to express
her gratitude for the care
she received:
“I am most grateful to
your organisation and, in
particular, your wonderful
staff members Hayden, Liam
and Pilot, James. The care
and attention you afforded
was not only life-saving,
but directly contributed to

RFDS Philanthropy
Manager, Bill Maddoc
k,
with Barrie at Dingo
Races.

a successful outcome for
which my family and I will be
forever grateful,” wrote Jan.
And Jan is not the first
member of the Bauman
family who has needed the
Flying Doctor.
In 2015, Jan’s husband Barrie
became an RFDS patient
when he was flown down
to Brisbane to have surgery.
That turned out to be the first
of three flights he has taken
with the RFDS to date.
Supporting the Flying
Doctor is a way of life
for the Baumans.
“Even before Barrie’s heart
attack, we’d support the
Flying Doctor every year.
We’re very, very fond of
you all and very, very happy
you’re around!” says Jan.

Rockhampton
ht Nurse, Hayden at the
Flig
h
wit
ed
nit
reu
is
Jan
RFDS Flight
ations. Hayden’s wife and
Base anniversary celebr
y!
re with their baby Popp
Nurse Tara was also the

In fact, the family have raised
many thousands of dollars
for the community and the
RFDS in Queensland through
the annual Dingo Races,
run on the racetrack built
by Barrie’s father.
And it’s a family affair.
Their daughters, Sherrie
and Tania have both done
years of fundraising for
the Flying Doctor. Tania
and Sherrie accompanied
their family to the recent
25-year celebrations held
at the Rockhampton Base.
She recalls seeing her mum
re-unite with the crew that
saved her life:
“It was very emotional to
see mum meet Flight Nurse
Hayden. It was a great
opportunity to have lunch
with a group of phenomenal

people and to say thank you.
We remain beyond grateful
to everyone who is part of
the RFDS team. We hope our
donation is able to make a
difference.” said Tania.

Thank You
Your ongoing support
of the Flying Doctor
offers a lifeline

to families like the

Baumans. Thank you

for keeping our rural
communities safe.
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RFDS DENTAL SERVICE
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Our dental team visiting a school
in a rural community.

If you live out west,
you may have spotted
our Dental Service on
the road in the last
few months.
After a brief pause due to
COVID-19 restrictions, our
team is back, providing
vital dental services to
communities in rural and
remote Queensland.
Principal Dentist, Dr Ferrol
Cheyne, explains the
importance of the service to
our remote communities:
“The options for many
people are extremely limited.
The nearest dentist could be
a four to five hour drive away.
In desperate situations, we
have seen people resort to
DIY dentistry. Obviously, we
try to discourage it, but you

can understand why
it happens.”
Thankfully, with the RFDS
Dental Service now entering
its eighth-year, Ferrol and
her team have seen a real
improvement in the oral
health of the communities
they help.
From general check-ups
to fillings and extractions,
there’s not much the team
can’t do in their fullyequipped, custom-built,
dental surgery.
But it’s not only treatment.
Education also plays an
important role in the dental
team’s work.
“We focus on the importance
of good oral hygiene and
the effects of your diet on
your teeth,“ explains Ferrol,
“in some of the communities

we visit, children often don’t
have access to a toothbrush
or toothpaste.”
Every year, the RFDS dental
team visits schools to provide
basic education on how to
prevent tooth decay. It’s a fun
introduction that’s designed to
help prevent problems in the
future, says Ferrol:
“We give each child a sample
pack with a toothbrush
and toothpaste. We have
fun and the kids really
enjoy themselves.”

Thank You

Your support gives all

Queenslanders access
to quality dental
care, no matter
where they live.

Principal Partner

Thank you to the Dental Service’s founding partner QCoal for their
continued support of the Flying Doctor over the past 10 years.

COVID-19 RESPONSE

2020
On January 25 last
year, the first case of
novel coronavirus was
recorded in Australia.

Little could we have imagined
how much it would disrupt
our world. From social
distancing, to lockdowns and
border closures, COVID-19
affected almost every aspect
of our daily lives.
But, amidst the uncertainty,
two things were immediately
clear.
We would need to take every
step necessary to keep the
Flying Doctor in the skies.
And we would need the help
of you, our loyal supporters,
more than ever before.

A YEAR LIKE NO OTHER
used to sanitise our aircraft
after each and every flight.
Each machine costs $400
and is vital to ensure the
safety of our crew and
patients. We were also able
to ensure stocks of essential
protective clothing, including
masks and gloves, remained
high enough to meet the
increased demand.
In addition to your generous
donations, our team also
received many beautiful
messages of encouragement
and support:

Your extraordinary response
went above and beyond
anything we could have
hoped for.

“Seeing as we are currently
in isolation, my husband
and I are donating what we
would have spent at a local
restaurant for breakfast on
Easter Sunday. Thank you
to all RFDS staff,” one
supporter wrote on the
COVID-19 Emergency Fund
donation page.

Thanks to you, we were able
to fast-track the purchase of
Disinfectant Fog Machines

“You are all amazing
people dedicated to your
job and the work you do

is invaluable, and much
appreciated. Please take care
of yourselves as well,”
another supporter said.
The Flying Doctor service has
now transported over 1,941
patients with suspected
coronavirus across Australia.
And, while Queensland has
responded well to this deadly
virus, we remain alert to
anything that threatens the
health of our community.

Thanks
to You,

in even the very

toughest of times,

every Queenslander
knows the Flying

Doctor is never more
than two hours away.
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RFDS HISTORY

WHEN THE

truth

IS STRANGER THAN FICTION

2021 will mark 93 years since the Flying Doctor first took to the skies
in Queensland. And for many Queenslanders, the service has been a
part of their lives for as long as they can remember.
RFDS supporter, Vicki
Morison, recently shared
an article about the Flying
Doctor she found in one
of her father’s old
magazines. The article
appeared in the July 1959
edition of the Wide World
Magazine, a British monthly
illustrated publication which
ran from April 1889 to
December 1965.

The article from this edition
shares the story of several
emergency retrievals carried
out by the RFDS, including
that of a young man, Bob
Harrington, who suffered
a suspected skull fracture
while riding his horse on a
station outside Moranbah.

The magazine’s motto
was “Truth is stranger
than fiction.”

With the nearest hospital
many hours away by road,
and the patient slipping in
and out of consciousness,
the Flying Doctor was Bob’s
only hope.

It’s not surprising that the
life-saving work of the Flying
Doctor was often featured
in its pages.

But the team from the RFDS
Cloncurry Base, including
twenty-eight-year-old
pilot Graham Arnold, faced

another challenge reaching
their patient that day. There
had been a thunderstorm
the night before and
torrential rain had bogged
much of the station’s
dirt runway.
Although this was over
60 years ago, the situation
will be familiar to many of
the 73 pilots that currently
work for the Flying Doctor
in Queensland.
Despite the difficult
conditions, including strong
crosswinds, Pilot Graham
would not be deterred. After
two attempts, he managed to
land safely. The patient was

loaded onto the aircraft and
began his journey to safety.
“With the scream of the
engines on full throttle the
aircraft somehow became
airborne again. Back at
Cloncurry they got Bob
Harrington to the hospital,
where he made a good
recovery,” reads the article.
RFDS supporter, Joy Clunes,
also shared with us this
beautiful card of a painting
by artist, Jack Absalom.
Jack was an Australian artist,
author, adventurer, and avid
supporter of many charitable
organisations, including
the Flying Doctor. He was
a member of the Bushmen
of the Bush, a group of
artists that took Australian
Landscape art all over the
world while raising millions

of dollars for charity.
Jack was awarded the Order
of Australia 2006 for service
to the visual arts as a painter
and to the community.
While the Flying Doctor
service has changed a lot
since that very first flight
from Cloncurry, 93 years
ago, some things remain
the same.
The commitment of our
pilots, doctors and nurses to
the health and wellbeing of
the people of regional, rural
and remote Queensland.
And the extraordinary
support of people like you
to ensure the future of our
life-saving service.

Thank You

RFDS through
the years.
1928
15 May 1928, John Flynn
opens the Australian Inland
Mission Aerial Medical
Service in Cloncurry,
Queensland (later to
be renamed the Royal
Flying Doctor Service).

1960s
the RFDS begins to
purchase our own
aircraft and employ
pilots and engineers.

1994
Reverend John Flynn
becomes the face of
the twenty dollar note.
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Manchester Mount Isa

FROM

TO

It’s been three years since former journalist, Heather Stott, joined the
RFDS team in Brisbane. We dropped in to see how she’s going so far...

Heather with her daughter, Edwina.

How did you find yourself
working at the Flying Doctor?
I was a journalist for 25
years, working for the BBC in
Manchester in the UK. Nine
years ago, I moved out to
Australia and one of my first
jobs was producing Country
Hour on the ABC. I developed
a real love of the outback.
My son also qualified as a
pilot, so he and I spent a lot
of time flying around and
meeting some incredible
people. When I saw the job at
the Flying Doctor, I just knew
instantly it was the job for me.
Has anything surprised
you about working for the
Flying Doctor?
My work takes me all over
Queensland. I wear a
uniform and I’ve lost count
of the number of times
I’ve been stopped and
thanked by people who have
been helped by the Flying
Doctor. I recently spoke to
a woman whose daughter
was born prematurely 25
years ago. Her daughter had
recently qualified as a nurse
in Australia and was now
working in India, but she
wouldn’t be alive today if we
hadn’t been there to help.
And now she is out in India
saving hundreds more lives.
I feel so privileged that I get
to hear all these beautiful
stories of how the RFDS
touches people’s lives in
ways you can’t even imagine.
How critical are donations
in keeping the Flying Doctor
in the skies?
Support from our amazing
donors is absolutely crucial.

Heather with her son, Jack.

Without it, we simply couldn’t
make good on our promise
to be within two hours by air
of anyone in Queensland.
Once we buy a piece of
medical equipment or we
train a member of staff, time
doesn’t stop ticking. That
piece of equipment gets used
and needs servicing. We may
need new equipment, like the
disinfectant fog machines we
use to protect patients and
crew from COVID-19. We
also owe it to our patients to
ensure our staff are trained
to the very highest standard.
What do you think is the most
important part of your role?
My job is to show people
the extraordinary difference
their gift will make. Whether
that’s a gift they’d like to make
right away or whether they’re
planning to leave a gift in their
Will. It’s important to me that
all our supporters feel the joy

of their gift and have a say in
where that gift will be used.
What advice would you
give to someone
considering a gift in their
Will to the Flying Doctor?
Make sure you look after
your loved ones first, above
all else. When you’re happy
that they’re cared for, then
I’d love to talk to you about
what you’d like your gift
to achieve. For example, if
you’re an aviation fan or have
been a pilot, you might like it
to go towards our aircraft. Or
maybe you would like your
gift directed to our Wellbeing
out West program? If you
have already left a gift, I’d
love to know so I can give
you the opportunity to look
around one of our bases and
meet our frontline staff. Our
doors are always open to our
supporters. We wouldn’t be
here without them!

If you would like to find out more about
leaving a gift to the Flying Doctor in your
Will, please contact Heather Stott,
Key Relationships Manager on
07 3852 7586 | hstott@rfdsqld.com.au
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FROM BEST
MAN TO BEST

mate

As a RFDS Senior Base
Pilot, Nick Tully has years
of experience working
in some of the toughest
aeromedical environments
in the world. He’s used to
facing challenging situations
on a daily basis.
But a call he received on
Mother’s Day last year,
hit closer to home.
Earlier that morning, Donald
Truss had been discovered
unconscious by his wife
in their family home just
outside Quilpie in south
west Queensland.
Donald is a wool grower
and father of three. He’s
also Nick’s good friend. In
fact, the two are so close
that, only three years earlier,
almost to the day, Donald
had been best man at Nick’s
wedding.
“It is never a call you want
to receive. It’s very hard
to put aside your personal
feelings and focus on the
job at hand,” recalls Nick.
Nick was consulted to
ensure the RFDS aircraft
would be able to land at
a local dirt airstrip not far
from Donald’s home. If not,
Donald would have faced a
two-and-a-half-hour trip by
road to the nearest hospital

RFDS Pilot Nick Tully and Donald Truss.

in Charleville. By air, the
trip is only 20 minutes.
Every minute saved
can make an enormous
difference to a patient
like Donald.
Donald was fully awake for
his flight to Charleville. And
Nick wasn’t the only friend on
hand to help him that day:
“I woke up and immediately
saw a familiar face. I’d
known the flight nurse for
a few years – she’s a top
woman. It was a bit of a
shock to wake up and for
her to be hovering around
me. At least I knew I was in
good hands!”
After a couple of nights in
Charleville Hospital, Donald
was transferred, again by the
RFDS, down to the Princess

Alexandra Hospital in
Brisbane. They discovered he
had an insulinoma – a small,
rare tumour that produces
excessive amounts of insulin.
In late May last year,
Donald’s tumour was
successfully treated,
and the outlook is good.
Donald was in hospital
for his birthday. In lieu of
gifts, his wife Laura took to
social media to encourage
donations to the Flying
Doctor. They have raised
over $2,000 to date.
“We are both so appreciative
of the Flying Doctor as
everything turned out
exceptionally well,” says
Donald. “All of the doctors,
nurses and pilots do an
extremely good job. It’s
just a great organisation.”

Dirt airstrips provide vital access to remote communities.

Danger
For Cape York residents,
Sally Gray and Graham
Woods, simply making
dinner or putting
clothes in the wash has
taken on a whole new
level of danger.
Since May last year, they
have removed over 20
highly toxic death adder
snakes from the kitchen,
laundry, and other parts of
their homestead, located
in the Piccaninny Plains
Wildlife Reserve.
“They slither in while we are
distracted in the evening
cooking dinner” Ms Gray
said. “We might turn around
and there’s one under the
kitchen bench or there’s one
in the dining room or there’s
one in the laundry.”
Death adders are amongst
the deadliest snake species
in the world, with one bite
able to cause paralysis

RFDS MEDICAL CHEST

IN THE KITCHEN
or death in a human within
six hours.
Despite their fearsome
name, death adders are
not naturally aggressive.
But, like all residents of
remote and rural Australia,
Sally and Graham know they
must be prepared should
the worst happen:
“We carry medical kits with
us all the time with snake
compression bandages;
we have our RFDS Medical
Chest and we have our
own airstrip. It becomes
a way of life that you have
to be conscious of and
be careful.”
Thanks to your support,
there are over 1,200 RFDS
Medical Chests located in
rural and remote properties
across Queensland. The
contents of each chest is
prescribed remotely by
RFDS medical officers. The
chests provide immediate

Graham Woods regularly encounters
snakes on his remote Cape York property.

assistance to people living
and working far from
medical care.
RFDS Medical Chests allow
patients to be treated for a
range of medical conditions
including antibiotics for
infections, pain relief prior
to medical evacuation and
bandages to treat wounds.
Our RFDS medical officers
are also on call 24-hours
a day to provide a medical
consultation service via
telephone and radio
transmission.

Thanks
to You

people living

and working in

Queensland’s most

remote communities

know that life-saving
medical care is only
a phone call away.
RFDS Medical Chests provide essential supplies to remote communities.
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STAFF STORIES

50 years
When Lois Lanyon first
qualified as a nurse at the
age of 17, little did she know
her career would take her
from one side of Australia
to the other… and
everywhere between!
Lois is the youngest of three
sisters. She blames her father
for first putting the idea of
nursing in her head:
“My three older sisters had
all taken clerical jobs. He
suggested, somewhat in jest I
think, that I should become a
nurse so there was someone
to look after him in his old
age!” recalls Lois.
The idea stuck and Lois
began her career in regional
Victoria. After a 20-year stint
on the Gold Coast, working
in emergency care, Lois went
on secondment to Darwin,
working in the Trauma and
Birthing Units.
It would have been an
impressive and varied career
by anyone’s standards, but
there was one thing Lois still
wanted to achieve:

OF CARE AND A
DREAM COME TRUE

“Ever since I became a nurse,
it was always my dream to
work for the RFDS,” Lois said.
In 2012, Lois achieved her
dream when she started
work as an RFDS flight nurse
in the Kimberley.
After spending her childhood
on a farm in regional Australia,
Lois developed a keen
personal understanding of
what life is like for Australians
living in regional, rural and
remote communities – and
the critical role of the Flying
Doctor in keeping these
people safe.
“You face all sort of challenges
- drought, floods and
everything that comes with
living outside of the major
cities,” she said. “And one of
those things is how easy it is
to take healthcare access for
granted. When you fly into
remote communities you
can see the look on people’s
faces when we arrive, and
you know what the Flying
Doctor means to them.”

Flight Nurse, Lois, is retiring
after a 50-year nursing career.

After a year, Lois and her
husband relocated to
Bundaberg with the RFDS,
to be closer to their children.
She has spent the last eight
years of her career working
as a flight nurse and midwife
for the RFDS in Queensland.
“This was such a great way
to finish out my career,” she
said. “Being able to work in
different parts of Queensland
and with so many wonderful
people really summed up
why I loved working for the
Flying Doctor.”

Thank You

Your generous support
makes RFDS flight nurses
the very best in the world.
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playdough

1 cup flour
½ cup salt
1 cup cold water
1 tbsp oil
2 tsp cream of tartar
Food colouring

mice

METHOD:
1. Mix all dry ingredients, add liquid
and food colour.
2. Stir all ingredients together and cook
over a low heat until a rough ball
of dough is formed.
3. Keep stirring while over heat until
the dough is pliable. Allow to cool.
Non-toxic powder paint can be mixed
with the flour in place of food colouring
for a deeper colour. Cooked playdough
will last for months in an airtight container
in the fridge.

HARD BOILED

Eggs (as many as you wish)
1 raw carrot
whole cloves
celery sticks
METHOD:

1. Hard boil the eggs, then let them cool.
2. Peel the eggs.
3. Slice eggs in half lengthways, lay them
down on wax paper.
4. Wash and peel carrot.
5. To make ears, cut 2 carrot slices, each
about the size of a 2 cent piece. Cut a
pointed base in each slice then stick points
into the egg just above the narrow end.
6. Stick 3 cloves into each mouse for eyes
and a nose.
7. For whiskers cut 4 short lengths of celery
and tail a long length of celery. Add them
to the mouse.
You can use shoestring licorice instead of celery.

A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF THE

Flying Doctor
Across Australia we help 1000 people every single day of the year,
thanks to you.
The Flying Doctor in Queensland:

7,671,244

20

9

kilometres flown

aircraft

bases

11,777

215

2,219

patients tansported

dental clinics

Mental Health clinics

OUR PRINCIPAL PARTNERS

Royal Flying Doctor Service (Queensland Section)
12 Casuarina Street, BRISBANE AIRPORT QLD 4008
Ph: 07 3852 7515 E: donations@rfdsqld.com.au flyingdoctor.org.au/qld

Royal Flying Doctor Service acknowledges the
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples as the first inhabitants of the nation and
the traditional custodians of this land.

